Wheel Safari
from Ridee Villa (RV)
RV is all out to arrange a reliable Air conditioned Van services.
Only Mechanically sound vehicle are in our menu !
well experienced operators are in our list.

Yala National Park

Yala National Park is well recognized as one of the best parks in the world to observe
and photograph leopards. Sri Lanka having been ranked 21st among the large biodiversity hotspots in the world, eco-tourism in the island has pushed Yala Park to
forefront of numerous wildlife reserves of the island. Although Yala is the best park in Sri
Lanka for spotting mammals .The best period to see the animals is during the January to
May dry season, when animals cluster around water sources in multi-species groups. It is
possible to take full day jeep safaris or to split your day into morning and afternoon
drives. Your best chance to see a leopard is generally early in the morning and then
again at dusk. It will take a drive approximately 3 hours from RV. The tours could be
arranged accordingly to suit your time best for this purpose.

Udawalawe National Park

Uda Walawe national park in Sri Lanka is next best to see many animals, especially
elephants in their natural habitat. This Park is second in popularity only to Yala National
Park

in the Southern Region. A world famous place with a heavy elephant population
numbering to more than 500 or more. In this park one can observe elephants at any
given time of the day. Other than Elephants, water buffalo, spotted & barking deer, wild
pig, sambhur, jackal, Elk,grey & striped necked mongoose are also found in this park.
Though the leopard, jungle & fishing cats were recorded in the park, sightings are very
rare.

Kumana National Park

Kumana National Park is a well-known eco tourism attraction and bird sanctuary where
a multitude of birds breed and nest. Kumana Villu a is prominent place here where many
water birds could be sighted such as pelicans, painted storks, spoonbills, white ibis,
herons, egrets and little cormorants.
Some very rare birds such as black-necked stork and crowned cranes too had been
sighted around here occasionally apart from bird watching many types of mammals too
could be encountered here without much differently. The location could be reached
within 3 hours from RV.

Sinharaja Rain Forest

This rainforests of Sri Lanka are one of the world a high bio-diversity hot spots. They
make Sri Lanka one of the richest countries in the world for vertebrate diversity, per
square kilometer. We offer a rare opportunity to explore Singharaja one of the last
untouched tropical rain forests in the world, with it's extraordinary flora and fauna,
recently declared a World Heritage Site. More than 60 percent of its trees are endemic
and many of them are considered rare. There is also much endemic wildlife in the forest,
especially birds, mammals, and butterflies, as well as many kinds of insects, reptiles, and
rare amphibians. Remember to take your trekking shoes, a raincoat and enough time to
explore the tropical jungle where the rainfall is very high. Among the numerous
extraordinary plants, you will find Orchids growing wild.
Watch out for the carnivorous plants like Bandura Pitcher Plant or the Nepenthes Varity of
the plant is found in some locations. The insets that approach this flower to nectar are
trapped inside the wax fluid and digested to be converted to nutrients to the plant. The
things needed for the expedition are trekking shoes soaps for leeches a raincoat. This
location is about 4 hours journey from RV.

